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L E TT ER

FR O M T H E

E DI T O R

On the 15th we will have a young TX RRC Libertarian candidate speak about limited government and our industry.
Europe is in steep decline. Indonesia and Sri Lanka are in chaos.
California is broken, governed by fools afflicted with soft despotism. Michigan is about to follow suit if the state votes to
cancel the Line 5 Pipeline. All of these severe issues are a result
of leftist policies that demonize our industry, CO2, and praise
technology that is proven to be useless in aiding the progress of
society. As SIPES Members, we do not kowtow to the virtue signaling woke ideologies like some other organizations in our industry have done. Climate change is real but not a threat—these
policies are a threat to our future.
Some SIPES Members have drilled successful wells this year and
are reaping the rewards of these high prices. Several more are
about to spud prospects. If you are not investing at the well
head you are missing out.
There is a Shotgun Trap Shooting Event on October 16th at the
Greater Houston Sports Club, $100 entry, 30 shooters capped.
This should be a fun new event for SIPES. Everyone golfs, we
shoot!
Stay lean, stay hungry,
Jeff Allen
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Register through THIS LINK
Member-priced tickets are only available for current SIPES Houston members by registering for a NEW website account
Please contact Sasha Gumprecht at sasha@epochconsultingllc.com to set
up an account now
***Season Luncheon Pass Holder PLEASE RSVP by submitting an RSVP below. Cost
will be $0 but it lets us know you're coming. ***
**Early-bird registration ends Tuesday September 13th at NOON.
Late / walk-in registration tickets will be available for $60**

HOSPITALITY SPONSOR:
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SPORTING CLAYS
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SIPES Houston
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Gases In The Air, Video

The CO2 Coalition is working to develop programs simple enough for a child to understand -- and
enjoy! And we believe we have done that with three important components: comic books, lesson
plans, and videos!

We will soon launch our CO2 Learning Center website that will host our educational materials.
We have created a series of comic books and videos, both wonderfully illustrated by our talented
Brazilian Visual Arts Advisor Thiago Hellinger da Silva.
We will also be offering lesson plans created by CO2 Coalition Member Dr. Sharon Camp. Dr. Camp
will be providing a lesson plan for each book and video. These lesson plans, which adhere to Next
Generation Science Standards, include the scientific basis of the books' messages that teachers and
homeschool parents can use for further study.
We will also be offering lesson plans created by CO2 Coalition Member Dr. Sharon Camp. Dr. Camp
will be providing a lesson plan for each book and video. These lesson plans, which adhere to Next
Generation Science Standards, include the scientific basis of the books' messages that teachers and
homeschool parents can use for further study.
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2022 Deal Buyer Event Review
Jeff, it worked! Last Thursday I had 70% of 2 Prospects to sell. Because of your event I am
100% sold on both Prospects! Kudos to you and the SIPES Houston Team. Let’s do it again! Milan Swikert
The 2022 Deal Buyer Event was a huge success. It built upon the momentum of the 2021 event. As you
can see from Milan above, many prospectors had a profitable show. Everyone voted to do the event twice
a year!
110 potential buyers attended
21 prospects
Countless drinks consumed.
6 new SIPES Houston Member Applications
Joel Hawkins is seen in the picture winning a bottle of liquor in the raffle. There were three bottles of liquor raffled, hats, magnets, and more.

Click the image below to watch a video of the event.
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The sponsors are what really set this
event up for success. All of these sponsors understand the struggle of the independent prospector and the importance
of them in the industry of oil and gas.

Watch/listen to Tanner Bowersox, a prospector,
at the event.

CLICK ON THE IMAGES

Watch/listen to Adam Oxsen, a prospector from
OKC at the event.
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2021 Luncheons in Review
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What’s Next For Europe
In this special edition of This Week In Doom, Grant and
The Green Chicken are joined by Luke Gromen of Forest
For The Trees LLC, Marko Papic of Clocktower Group
and special guest Sir Steven Wilkinson, author of The
Pitchfork Papers, for a discussion on the EU’s creaking
energy policy, the effects of sanctions against Russia in
the wake of the invasion of Ukraine and what it all
means for the future of Europe.
In a two-hour debate filled with insightful analysis, respectful disagreement and thoughtful perspective, we
explored multiple facets of the current situation, picked
apart the potential outcomes and tried to handicap the
likely paths that may be taken from here.
Finally, as the discussion turned to Germany’s role in how this all plays out, we welcomed Sir Steven who gave us the benefit of his near-30 years experience building and operating businesses in
Germany.

LISTEN THROUGH THIS LINK
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Want to Be A Member?
Scott is a new (and the youngest) SIPES member. He has
placed his membership certificate in his office with pride.
SIPES Houston is the Premier
organization to be part of and
the most exclusive.
If you want to be among real
entrepreneurs that ACT and
don’t only sit around and talk,
apply to join.

Are you one of these?
•

Independent Prospector: Someone who buys or sells oil and gas opportunities

•

Entrepreneur: someone that owns his own company and/or takes on working interests
in wells

•

Consultant: paid for work in geosciences

•

Ethical: We do not let everyone in. We do call references and ask around about your
reputation. This is not for everyone.
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EU Divided on Russian Gas Price Cap
EU county energy ministers met on Friday in an emergency setting to discuss capping the price of Russian gas
but ended the meeting without an agreement, according to a draft meeting summary seen by media.
The issue of capping the price of Russian gas was discussed, and it was agreed that proposals for capping should
be delivered by mid-September, stating that “further work is needed” on the possibility of such a gas cap measure.
While EU energy ministers appear divided on the subject of capping Russian gas prices, the group reportedly
remains committed to working towards a solution to their citizens’ exorbitant energy bills, adding that there
was broad support for saving utility companies from the difficult economic conditions.
Other measures the group discussed include decoupling the price of gas from other less expensive energy
sources.
The group will now work on drafting proposals for how a Russian gas price cap would work, although some in
the group expressed there was an urgency required for such an agreement and the subsequent required action.

For example, the Czech Industry Minister Jozef Silkela said, “We are in an energy war with Russia. We have to
send a clear signal that we would do whatever it takes to support our households, our economies.”
The countries that support a price cap include the Baltic states—which are not as reliant on Russian gas as some
of the other states that are more reluctant to employ any measure that could incite the wrath of Russia, which
has already promised to cut off the gas flows completely should a price cap be employed.
A draft proposal seen by Reuters indicated that it would cap revenues from non-gas producers (coal, wind, nuclear) at 200 euros per MWh. Power prices are set by natural gas power plants—the excess revenues above the
cap from the non-gas power plants would be used to subsidize energy bills for consumers.

By Julianne Geiger for Oilprice.com
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Solar Subsidies $50,000/Acre
Did you know that solar facilities are subsidized to
the tune of almost $50,000 per acre? Here is how
the math works.
According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration, a new solar facility in Minnesota costs around
$1.3 million per megawatt (MW) of installed capacity.
Each MW of solar consumes approximately 8 acres of
land, and the subsidy is 30 percent.
The result? Subsidies reaching nearly $50,000 per
acre.
Given these enormous amounts of taxpayer cash being lavished on solar developers, it comes as no surprise that in
some areas, electric companies are offering farmers anywhere from $800 to $1,400 per acre to put solar panels on
the fields, which is much more than they could ever hope to earn on the fields farming.
In Sherburne County, Minnesota, Xcel Energy is proposing to build a 460 MW solar facility, which will consume nearly 3,700 acres of farmland and $182.6 million in your tax dollars.
For this privilege, Xcel Energy customers will also see their electricity prices rise, and unreliable solar panels fail to
make up for the reliable, affordable electricity generated at the Shercburn County coal plant, which Xcel wants to
shut down as soon as possible.
Companies would not be building solar if not for the lavish taxpayer subsidies and the ability for governmentapproved utilities to simply raise the cost of power on the ratepayers to finance them. This means our federal and
state governments are essentially forcing the rest of us to finance the removal of productive farmland from production in exchange for solar panels that produce only 18 percent of their potential output.
This is why the ‘Future Agriculture Retention and Management Act,” or FARM act, proposed by Wisconsin congressman Tom Tiffany (WI-7), which would eliminate energy tax incentives that help finance green energy sources such as
solar panels or wind arrays if such projects result in the loss of farmland, is a good idea.
The FARM Act wouldn’t get rid of subsidies altogether. It would simply remove the generous $50,000 per acre subsidies that are being used to take our Midwestern farmland out of the business of producing the food we put on our
tables. Isaac Orr
Click the image to listen to the 2 minute
education on the $3.5 trillion wind and
solar spree.
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Are You An Oil Man or Woman?

Show us where you wear it! :)
SOLD OUT TWICE
WANT THIS HAT?
I am an Oil Man or I am an Oil
Woman
$50.00
CLICK TO BUY
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Michigan Line 5 Pipeline
Propane is used for both heating homes and for
backyard BBQs. You can see below how many
people in Michigan use propane as a primary
source of heat.
This source of heating homes is caught between
environmentalists and the fossil fuel industry.
Line 5 is an oil pipeline that runs from Superior,
Wisconsin to Sarnia, Ontario passing through
Michigan delivering 540,000 BOPD.
In 2018, Gretchen Whitmer, the Democrat running for Governor of Michigan, ran on a platform
of shutting down Line 5. She was elected and is
following up on her promise to shut it down by
taking this cause to court. She is up for reelection this fall.
If the pipeline is shut down, the crude will be put
on trains and trucks. This will set a dangerous
precedent that is sure to send shockwaves throughout the energy sector. If successful, you better believe other areas will be targeted, all the while weakening the strength of our country and the future of our children.
Source—Doomberg Twitter, @DoombergT
On this episode of Plugged In Jason Hayes, of the Director of Environmental Policy for the Mackinac Center
for Public Policy, joins the show to discuss Michigan’s
recent cancellation of the Line 5 pipeline.
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TX Plug 800 Abandoned Wells
Texas will begin plugging about 800 abandoned oil and gas wells this fall, the state’s oil and gas agency said, after
receiving an initial $25 million grant from a program included in President Joe Biden’s infrastructure plan.
It’s a fraction of the approximately 7,400 documented abandoned oil and gas wells that need to be plugged in the
state — and industry observers believe the figure to be an undercount. Several more millions of dollars are expected to be disbursed to Texas through the newly created federal program.
Abandoned oil and gas wells leak methane, a potent greenhouse gas that is the second-largest contributor to climate change after carbon dioxide. The wells, if not properly plugged, also can leak toxic water and chemicals in the
surrounding areas.
Methane lasts in the atmosphere for less time. Cutting methane emissions is one of the most effective short-term
tools to reduce the effects of climate change, scientists say.
The projected cost to plug and clean up the pollution from all 7,400 documented wells is approximately $482 million, according to the commission’s notice of intent to apply for federal funding obtained by The Texas Tribune.
But an estimate from the Department of the Interior shows that Texas likely will be eligible for less than that —
about $344 million in federal funds.
The bipartisan infrastructure law passed last year by Congress dedicated $4.7 billion to create a new federal orphan
oil and gas well remediation and plugging program. Both Republican U.S. Sens. John Cornyn and Ted Cruz voted
against the law — as did every Republican House member from Texas.
The first grant of $25 million to Texas is part of an initial award of $560 million in 24 states. There are more than
10,000 high-priority well sites ready for remediation, according to the department’s estimates based on state applications.
In a news release Friday, the commission said the federal dollars would accelerate the state’s existing program to
plug and clean up the abandoned oil and gas wells. In the current fiscal year, the state exceeded its goal to plug
1,000 wells in June.
In Texas, the cost to plug and restore a well ranges from $20,000 to $40,000, according to a previous analysis of
state data by researchers at Columbia University’s Center on Global Energy Policy.
The state Legislature in 2011 directed the commission to accelerate well plugging efforts; the agency has a designated fund for that purpose. Texas also requires oil and gas operators with more than 100 wells to post a bond of
$250,000 as assurance that they will clean up well sites after they’re shut down.
Texas will start to plug wells with the initial $25 million grant on Sept. 1, according to the commission.
“We will use our established success with workplans, staff expertise and contracting processes to use the grant
funding to plug abandoned wells,” Clay Woodul, the commission’s assistant director of the oil and gas division for
field operations, said in a statement. TEXAS TRIBUNE
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Seisware, a SIPES Sponsor

One of the sponsors for the 2022 Deal Buyer Event.
This company supports independents!
Click on the image to learn more
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The Lawyer Recommended by Most SIPES Members
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Europe’s Fertilizer Crisis = Food Crisis
Friday's announcement by Gazprom that it will halt natural gas flows from Russia into Germany indefinitely through the
Nord Stream 1 pipeline will likely send European natural gas prices back toward $100 per million Btu, a record level that
was set last week. The shutdown, which Gazprom blamed on a maintenance problem, came the same day the G7 countries
said they will impose a price cap on Russian oil. The shuttering of Nord Stream 1 will impose even higher costs on the
continent's consumers and heavy industry. But it will land a particularly heavy blow on Europe's beleaguered fertilizer sector, which has already shuttered as much as 70 percent of its production capacity due to soaring natural gas prices. And
as more plants are shuttered, the hard reality of Europe's energy crisis is becoming clear: What started as an energy crisis
has become a fertilizer crisis and it will soon become a food crisis.

In July, when European natural gas prices were significantly below today's levels, the International Fertilizer Association
estimated that a protracted conflict between Russia and Ukraine along with declining use of fertilizer due to high
costs could result in the loss of nearly 2 percent of global corn, wheat, rice, and soybean production. But the association
also predicted that numerous countries in Africa, as well as others, including Mexico, could see even larger declines in
their food production.
According to CRU Group, fertilizer producers in the region are losing about $2,000 for every ton of ammonia they produce. (Ammonia is a foundational chemical for the fertilizer industry.) Given the lousy economics, producers across the
continent are shuttering their plants. That, in turn, has led to soaring fertilizer prices.
In early 2021, a ton of ammonia was costing farmers in Western Europe about $250 per ton. That same fertilizer today is
selling for about $1,250 per ton. And those prices may go higher. Last month, Yara International ASA, the Norwegian fertilizer producer, said it will slash its ammonia production to about a third of its capacity. Fertilizer producers in Hungary
and Poland also slashed output in August, and CF Industries said it will stop ammonia production at its remaining plant in
the U.K. Lithuanian fertilizer company, Achema AB, said it will halt production this month.
On Saturday, John Harpole, president of Denver-based Mercator Energy, a firm that provides natural gas brokerage services to the fertilizer sector, told me that fertilizer production is "over for Europe" because producers can't make money at
today's prices. Harpole believes that the Nord Stream shutdown will result in a significant increase in the price of gas at
the TTF trading hub in Holland. On Friday, the spot price of gas at TTF closed at about $71 per million Btu. For comparison, that same amount of fuel at Henry Hub, the U.S. benchmark, was selling for a bit less than $9.
Harpole added that the year-ahead price of natural gas at TTF in the futures market is at or above the current spot price.
That means European fertilizer producers have little reason to believe they will be able to make a profit on their product
any time soon. "There will be no more exports of fertilizer from Europe," he said.
In addition to the loss of fertilizer production in Europe, China began restricting fertilizer exports about a year ago, and
Russia began limiting exports of fertilizer in March. Russia, which supplies almost every type of crop nutrient, produces
about 50 million tons of fertilizer per year, or about 13 percent of global fertilizer production. Add in the fact that exports
of grain from Russia and Ukraine have also been slashed, and the looming food crisis becomes even more evident.
In another report issued in July, the International Fertilizer Association warned that global fertilizer use could fall by 7 percent this year, and the shortfall in fertilizer use in sub-Saharan Africa could be as much as 23 percent compared to 2021.
About two weeks ago, Akinwumi A. Adesina, the president of the African Development Bank Group, said that Africa "now
faces a shortage of at least 30 million metric tons of food—especially wheat, maize, and soybean imported from Russia
and Ukraine." Africa is struggling to mitigate a famine that could throw some 30 million Africans into what Adesina called
catastrophic levels of food insecurity. "It could deepen economic stress and political unrest," he went on. "With millions
struggling to buy food, fuel, and fertilizer, anti-government protests are a real possibility."
Newsweek.com, Robert Bryce
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Germans Turn to Burning Wood
Skyrocketing prices for natural gas have Europeans scrambling for alternative energy sources.In Germany, where households face a 480 euro rise in their gas bills, people are resorting to stockpiling firewood.
The fallout from Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has sunk Europe into the worst energy crisis in decades. From Italy to the
UK, governments are racing to replace natural gas supplies from Russia and curtail the higher costs for industry and
households. But consumers, too, are having to adapt, from cutting back on showering to firing up the chimney.
The German word for firewood, “brennholz”, reached peak search volume on Google in mid-August: Almost 50% of
homes in Germany are heated by natural gas, with another 25% using heating oil. In the past, less than 6% used firewood.
That share is set to be higher this year. As natural gas prices soared, so have those for firewood and wood pellets:
Heating furnaces and wood stoves are also selling out.
Suppliers of the raw material are struggling to keep up, leading to scarcity of firewood. Earlier this summer, Germany’s
Federal Firewood Association said the market was all out of wood.
The lion’s share of firewood used in Germany—80% according to the association—is typically sourced domestically.
Now German firewood suppliers are buying from Poland, leaving some residents in both countries to collect brushwood. To prevent panic-buying, one seller has been rationing purchases to three boxes of wood at a time.
The process for drying out wood is long, compounding the ability to meet demand. Ideally, it takes six months to a
year, because the more moisture wood contains, the less efficient it is at burning.
Over the long run, the firewood rush also raises environmental concerns. Trees do not replenish quickly and are not a
viable substitute for replacing oil and gas, according to scientists. The fumes from burning wood also contain toxic
chemicals.
Although Germany’s government deems burning wood for fuel as carbon-neutral, experts say the designation is not
clear-cut. The combination of burning wood and cutting down forests may increase carbon emissions.

Yahoo News, Clarisa Diaz
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LUNCHEON MENU

SIPES Book Recommendation

Seasonal Fruit Salad

Shrimp Penne Pesto

Warm Apple Pie

Food Allergies?
CONTACT US

What does the future hold? In Fossil Future, Epstein, applying
his distinctive “human flourishing framework” to the latest evidence, comes to the shocking conclusion that the benefits of
fossil fuels will continue to far outweigh their side effects—
including climate impacts—for generations to come. The path
to global human flourishing, Epstein argues, is a combination
of using more fossil fuels, getting better at “climate mastery,”
and establishing “energy freedom” policies that allow nuclear
and other truly promising alternatives to reach their full longterm potential.
Today’s pervasive claims of imminent climate catastrophe and imminent renewable energy dominance, Epstein shows, are based on
what he calls the “anti-impact framework”—a set of faulty methods,
false assumptions, and anti-human values that have caused the media’s designated experts to make wildly wrong predictions about
fossil fuels, climate, and renewables for the last fifty years. Deeply
researched and wide-ranging, this book will cause you to rethink
everything you thought you knew about the future of our energy
use, our environment, and our climate.

A Joke to Define the ESG Madness
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